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The survey established that when it comes to choosing
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were the key factors, with the vendor’s business strategy
only coming in third (16%).
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ANALYSIS
By BONNIE TUBBS

ICT sector divided on
competition
The industry is split on how competitive SA’s ICT market is, but
there is a unified call for an end to the lag in spectrum allocation.
is paradoxical, with a desire for more
competition – but the market realities
force consolidation.

Sector neglect

W

hile there are vastly different views
on the table when it comes to the
state of competition in ICT, SA’s players – big
and small – have decried the lack of action
when it comes to the allocation of spectrum.
This follows the Independent
Communications Authority of SA’s
(ICASA’s) inquiry into the state of
competition recently, a three-day process
that saw participants largely divided in the
way they view the country’s ICT sector.
While Cell C describes the sector
as a whole as a “market failure” and
Internet Solutions argues SA has dropped
a few rungs on the global ladder of
competitiveness, MTN and Vodacom see
the level of competition in the market as
effective and even “vibrant”.
But despite the different goggles SA’s ICT
players see the market through, the terms
“spectrum allocation” and “consolidation”
were constants that echoed throughout the
hearings, with Telkom, Cell C, Vodacom,
MTN and Internet Solutions singling out
the former as one of SA’s biggest regulatory
lapses.

Economic hurdle
BMI-TechKnowledge director Denis Smit
says, while there will always be a drive for
more competition in the market, SA faces
harsh economic realities. Smit says, amid
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“a severely depressed economy”, the sector
faces a mature voice market that is seeing
a bigger decline than the data market has
been able to compensate for to date.
“On top of that, over-the-top players
are impacting the market and the reality
is that revenues and margins are under
severe pressure. That is why we are seeing
a wave of consolidation, which means less
competitors in the short term – but then
these things happen in cycles.
“Whether [consolidation] is desirable
or not is another issue, but competition
for the sake of competition is not good
enough – it has to be effective competition,
with a business case and capital, spectrum
and facilities.” He says the situation

The only failure is
that of government
and the regulator in
not opening up the
spectrum to enable
SA to offer reasonable
broadband speeds.
Adrian Schofield

ICT veteran Adrian Schofield says the sector
is not a market failure “by any yardstick”.
The criteria for effective competition, he
says, should be the penetration of technology
and the quality of the networks, rather
than the number of players on the field. “Of
course, we can improve on both – but then
so can every market around the world.
“The only failure is that of government
and the regulator in not opening up the
spectrum to enable SA to offer reasonable
broadband speeds.”
The main barriers to entry for new players,
Schofield notes, are capital investment and
spectrum. “Reaching critical mass in terms
of end-users or audiences has proved almost
impossible for new entrants, regardless of
how they started – look at Neotel, Cell C, Top
TV and Power 98.7.”
Ovum analyst Richard Hurst says it
appears government does not regard ICT
as a serious economic enabler either for
consumers, business or the country as a
whole. “ICASA should look at mechanisms
that will inject further competition into
the market, to not only prevent the market
failure but to also increase the penetration
of ICT services across the population.
Issues such as spectrum and the access to
spectrum are likely to increase the market
for the current players but also increase the
uptake of mobile broadband.”
Independent telecoms analyst Spiwe
Chireka says, while both sides of the field
– leaders and challengers – have a point in
that Vodacom and MTN, for example, may be
“playing fair” by adhering to certain sharing
conditions, for example – Cell C lacks the
scale it needs to fully take advantage.
“So when it comes to things like wholesale
termination rates and reciprocal [network]
sharing, smaller players are in a catch-22 –
but this is where the regulator needs to get
more muscle, step in and regulate.”

COMPANY NEWS
Compiled by CLARE MATTHES

BUSINESS
Do you have
the best IT
specialists?

EOH announces annual results

Advanced Projects and People
(APP), a level one B-BBEEE
contributor, employed its
expertise and skills base to
migrate a 33 000-strong
user base from Microsoft
Windows XP to Windows 7
for a South African entity. All
out-of-warranty desktops and
laptops were renewed during
the country-wide project.
Vinoden Govender, APP
APP sourced and selected the
best possible IT professionals
for the project. In addition, in keeping with its mandate to enable
transformation and skills growth, the company developed 200
young individuals during the course of this project, providing them
with extensive training and knowledge.
www.advancedprojectsandpeople.co.za

Decision Inc.
strengthens
mobile BI

Chris van der Sande, ATIO

Who is ATIO?
ATIO is a B-BBEE level two,
black-owned company that
has been providing specialised
ICT services for over two
decades. “Black economic
empowerment has always been
a priority for ATIO,” remarked
ATIO’s CEO, Chris van der
Sande. “At ATIO, we regard
training and skills development
not as an obligation, but as an
investment in the future of not
only ATIO, but South Africa as
a whole.”
www.atio.co.za

Decision Inc. has completed
its integration of the client
base and staff of Dataways.
This move reinforces its
strategy to provide clients
across industry sectors
with mobile business
intelligence solutions. “This
announcement sees Decision
Inc. double its existing Roambi
client base with the addition
of blue-chip names,” says
Nick Bell, CEO of Decision Inc.
www.decisioninc.co.za

The board of directors of EOH expressed its satisfaction
with the performance for the period under review. Revenue
increased by 42% to R7 220 million and profit after tax is
up by 49% to R492 million. The growth is attributable to a
combination of both organic growth and recent acquisitions.
Earnings per share and headline earnings per share have
grown by 30% and 32% respectively. Cash has increased
by 63% to R1 065 million, placing EOH in a strong financial
position with substantial cash resources to ensure sustainable
future growth.
www.eoh.co.za

Ignite
unveils Cloud
Accounting

Conventions
show the way
forward

Ignite has announced the
launch of its new Cloud
Accounting service targeted
at small and medium
accounting firms and small
to medium-sized businesses
(SMEs). This cloud-based
service will enable SMEs to
increase business flexibility and
productivity. “We recognise
the need to empower and
assist SMEs with managing
their day-to-day accounting
services, which will in turn
save them time and costs. The
new Cloud Accounting service
is a cloud-based application,
which means it can be accessed,
used and managed from
anywhere – all that is needed is
an internet connection,” says
Herman Jansen van Rensburg,
GM of Ignite.
www.isignite.co.za

One Channel runs business
software end-user events in
most southern African cities
and regions. Most recently,
conventions were held in
Cape Town, Gaborone and
Durban, with more than 200
C-level executives, industry
experts and independent
software vendors in
attendance. Attendees were
exposed to several exciting
new technologies that are
extending the range of
traditional accounting and
ERP systems such as mobile
service technicians, mobile
merchandising, mobile sales,
electronic document delivery
and management, business
process automation and asset
tracking via bar code and
RFID.
www.expertecherp.com

Kemp releases ADC software

Nick Bell, Decision Inc.

Kemp Technologies has announced several new ADC software
solutions that offer enhanced performance and operations
management within VMware’s cloud platform. These initiatives,
also available in developing markets, include hybrid cloud
integration; a virtual infrastructure operations console; a log
analytics tool; and performance optimisation for enterprise
applications such as Horizon View and the virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) market. Further, Kemp is now a VMwareReady partner, having achieved this status via tight integration with
multiple VMware products. “It has been a pleasure working with
Kemp as a networking technology partner,” said Wayne Greene,
senior director, VMware Cloud Management Business Unit.
www.kemptechnologies.com
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BUSINESS
Parsec flies high
at AAD

Mitel positioned in Visionaries
quadrant

UCS TS wins
Engen tender

While Parsec has frequented
major international
exhibitions such as DSEI
in London, this is the first
time it had a presence
at Africa Aerospace and
Defence (AAD 2014). “South
African customers prefer
commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) solutions, which
Parsec provides, such as our
VF360 processing board,”
says Tobie van Loggerenberg,
business development
director. “But we were
also very keen to show
customers our latest niche
high-security products.”
AAD 2014 is ideal to access
a range of government
and private entities, all of
which increasingly rely on
secure communication over
public networks, such as the
internet.”
www.parsec.co.za

Mitel has been positioned by Gartner in the Visionaries
quadrant of the latest Magic Quadrant for Unified
Communications as a Service (UCaaS). This comes just weeks
after Mitel emerged as a Leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant
for Unified Communications and was identified as a Challenger
in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Contact Centres. Mitel
has emerged as a global leader in business communications
over the last 12 months, with a number one market share in
Western Europe, Middle East and Africa, as well as market
share gains in the highly competitive North American market,
where it now has a number three market share position.
www.mitel.com

UCS Technology Services
was awarded the contract to
provide hardware support and
management for automation
equipment in the Engen dealer
network. This entails the
provision of services to 800
Engen retail outlets across
South Africa. Engen enjoys
the leadership position in
the South African fuel retail
market, with the largest retail
fuel network in the country.
Its convenience store brands
include 1Stop, 1Plus and Onthe-Go. UCS TS has a long
history with Engen for retail
and forecourt management
solutions spanning over two
decades. UCS TS provides
several core functions
through an experienced
and knowledgeable team,
including micro-electronics
manufacture, software
development and service desk
support.
www.ucsts.com

Metacom
enables
independent
ATM network

SYSPRO wins at SAP Partner Awards
Enterprise resource planning software leader SYSPRO was recently
honoured with the ‘OEM Partner of the Year’ award at SAP’s Africa
Partner Awards 2014. SYSPRO is financial director Rodney Marais
accepted the award on behalf of the company. “It is a privilege
to be recognised as SAP’s most outstanding partner in the OEM
category. SAP uses these awards to acknowledge partners that
have excelled in building a relationship with them, in assisting
their customers to boost their productivity, and in increasing their
respective revenues in Africa.” SAP selects its winners based on
four factors, namely co-innovation, market expansion, service
delivery and sustainability.
www.syspro.com

Spark ATM has grown to be
SA’s leading independent ATM
network, with over 2 500 cash
machines countrywide. “Many
of our ATMs are in deep rural
areas or small towns where the
transaction volumes are very
low – as few as 500 a month,”
says Spark ATM founder and
MD Marc Sternberg. What
has made it possible to put
ATMs at these sites is Spark
ATM’s partnership with
industrial communications
specialist Metacom. “Using
Metacom’s devices and
network, we’re able to keep
our communications costs
below R200 a month at each
site, while not compromising
on quality – and that makes all
the difference.”
www.sparkatm.co.za
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Effective
marketing is
as simple as
EMM
Effective marketing is
becoming more and
more of a challenge,
because customers are
well-informed, interact
through multiple
channels, use their
peers as a primary
information source, and
want the best customer
experience possible.
Gerald Naidoo, CEO of
Gerald Naidoo, Logikal Consulting
Logikal Consulting, says
this is compounded by the fact that customers have many
more outlets than before for venting their dissatisfaction.
“EMM is essentially a software technology solution that
provides a complete marketing platform for managing
customer and prospect interactions for the full length of
the customer life cycle.”
www.logikalconsulting.com

Telkom rolls
out LTE-A
connectivity
Telkom recently announced
it will begin the roll-out of
its LTE Advanced (LTE-A)
connectivity in more than 50
suburbs across SA by the end
of this year. Considered to be
the next evolution of highspeed wireless connectivity,
LTE-A can potentially offer
speeds of up to 3Gbps. Telkom
has started its LTE-A journey
and is currently upgrading its
network to offer customers
peak speeds of over 200Mbps,
with a view to developing
its network to ultimately
deliver LTE-A peak speeds of
3Gbps. Telkom COO Dr Brian
Armstrong said: “LTE-A is an
integral part of Telkom’s highspeed broadband strategy.”
www.telkom.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
Lexmark named
industry leader

Business is
ready to go
digital
Seventy-one percent of
business leaders are confident
they can transition from a
state of digital transformation
to digital maturity in just five
years, according to the latest
research from Coleman Parkes,
commissioned by Ricoh
Europe. The findings reveal
that digital maturity is now a
priority for 77% of businesses
Richard Pinker, Ricoh
represented in Europe and the
Middle East. “This is an about
turn from a year ago, when the research found 63% of business
leaders felt that their organisations were not ready,” says Richard
Pinker, MD of Ricoh SA.
www.ricoh.co.za

Lexmark International has
once again been recognised
as a leader in managed print
and document services
(MPDS) by leading IT market
research and advisory firm,
IDC, in its 2014 MPDS IDC
MarketScape report. “Such
accolades, combined with
our relentless push to exceed
customer expectations, have
helped Lexmark obtain an
exceptional renewal rate for
MPS services,” says Lexmark
executive VP and president
of Imaging Solutions and
Services, Marty Canning.
www.lexmark.com

To move
something
big you need
unwavering
stability.

XON’s third
annual summit
a success
XON, the pan-African ICT
group, hosted its two-day,
invitation-only annual
summit at Sun City recently.
“The summit intends to
give telecoms operators,
enterprises and government
organisations from across
Africa the opportunity to
learn the latest trends and
issues in ICT from some of the
industry’s top vendors, users
and specialists,” says Charl
Coetzee, MD of XON.
www.xon.co.za

Charl Coetzee, XON

Marty Canning, Lexmark

HARDWARE

Your business connectivity is no
different. Ensure your connectivity
solution offers the stability and
reliability you need to carry the load.

Screen protection for smartphones,
tablet
TitanShield by eSTUFF is high-grade screen protection for
smartphones and tablets, made of real Japanese tempered glass,
hardened to a strength nine times tougher than ordinary glass.
TitanShield protection glass ensures the highest quality in terms
of retaining the full functionality of a high-definition display.
Clive Maher, managing director of EET South Africa, says, “I
am personally using one of our TitanShield protectors on my
phone (iPhone 5S) and I am very impressed with the quality and
durability of this product.”
www.eetgroup.com

www.broadlink.co.za

Clive Maher, EET South Africa
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TELECOMS
MTN partners
with City Lodge

Breaking
down walls

MTN Business signed a
partnership deal with the
City Lodge Hotel Group to be
the group’s connectivity and
telecommunications support.
This will significantly improve
ICT services at the group’s 51
existing hotels in South Africa
and one in Botswana, and
future hotels the group develops
in South Africa. Utilising MTN’s
high-speed next-generation
fibre optic network and their
ability to self-provide last mile
connectivity, MTN will enable
the hotel group to upgrade to
carrier-grade WiFi internet and
voice services for its guests,
enhance its internal network,
and optimise systems stability.
www.mtn.com

CBX Tech has always focused
and specialised in the AlcatelLucent brand, based on the
fact that Alcatel-Lucent
utilises top industry skillsets and invests in the best
of breed. Among the focus
on converged networking
hardware, IP technologies,
software and services around
the Alcatel-Lucent name,
CBX Tech also incorporates
third party products to
complement the array of
features and facilities already
provided by the AlcatelLucent range of products.
One of these third party
product categories is video
conferencing.
www.cbxtech.co.za

Fredericks appointed Telkom CFO
Telkom recently announced the appointment of Deon
Fredericks as chief financial officer. Fredericks has held senior
positions at Telkom since 1993, including the position of
deputy CFO since 2011. He has been in the acting capacity as
CFO since the suspension of former CFO Jacques Schindehütte
in October last year. Says Telkom Group CEO Sipho Maseko: “It
gives me great pleasure to announce the appointment of Deon,
who I believe has proven his expert ability for this important
role. He has been at the helm for the past 10 months, playing an
instrumental role in Telkom’s transformation journey, and has
been integral to restoring the financial health of the company.”
www.telkom.co.za

SUBSCRIBE TO
ITWeb’s FREE newsletters on:

www.itweb.co.za

WHAT DO SITA, NANDOS AND
PLANET FITNESS HAVE IN COMMON?
Peace of mind knowing their
email is secured by a leading
cloud provider!

Finding better ways for
cloud email, security,
securit archiving,
branding and managed services
Visit our website today
to find out more
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Whether you want to accelerate a single application, create a hybrid environment, or turbo
charge your entire storage system, you get exactly what you need. No more, no less.
To see how we tailor Flash solutions to ﬁt your needs, visit: www.southafrica.emc.com/ﬂash
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ITWEB/EMC SOUTHERN AFRICA STORAGE SURVEY 2014
By SUZANNE FRANCO

Know your data growth
Storage project failures are largely related to two issues:
not fully understanding what the storage system will be
used for, or incorrectly sizing the storage project.

T

he ability to sufficiently store and
manage data is a critical component of
efficient and agile IT infrastructures, says
Delon Karrim, senior systems engineer,
Advanced Storage Division at EMC
Southern Africa.
The 2014 ITWeb Storage Survey,
in partnership with EMC, set out to
understand the storage strategies of
SA organisations and find out if they
experienced a recent storage-related
outage and how they handled it; what is
the rate of data growth and how they store
the data; and what is their approach to
storage virtualisation.
When it comes to choosing a storage
vendor, there were no surprises - cost
(27%) and performance (24%) are the
key factors, with the vendor’s business
strategy coming in third (16%).
A relatively high percentage of
participants are unaware of their data
storage usage (16%) or the growth rate
(14%). Over 40% of respondents though

believe the data growth is manageable
- at up to 20% per annum. Only 5% of
respondents cited a growth rate higher
than 40%.
Karrim notes that if the data growth
rate and consumption are known,
business is able to forecast purchasing of
additional disk more accurately. “This
can help them to control costs more
effectively. They will know exactly how
much capacity to buy and when this
purchase should happen. Customers will
need some type of monitoring tool to be
able to do this with ease,” he adds. “This
could be done manually with one or more
people resources monitoring and logging
the data in Excel - this may work in a
small to medium business, but this model
usually breaks when the organisation
begins to scale.”
Half of the companies have an endto-end view of their storage to host
infrastructure. Karrim comments further:
“With an end-to-end view, you’re able

COST OVER
BRAND VALUE

STORAGE APPETITE

WHAT IS THE KEY FACTOR WHEN
CHOOSING A STORAGE VENDOR?
27%

Cost

24%

Performance
Business strategy
Brand reputation
Analyst reports
(Gartner, IDC, etc)
Application
integration

Don’t
Know
16%

AT WHAT RATE IS DATA GROWING IN
YOUR ORGANISATION?

0100TB
42%
43%

16%

37%

15%
4%
3%

5%
500+
TB
18%

AS EXPECTED,
COST AND
PERFORMANCE ARE
THE TOP FACTORS
WHEN SELECTING
A VENDOR. BRAND
REPUTATION
AND ANALYST
REPORTS SCORED
SURPRISINGLY LOW.
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HOW MUCH PRIMARY STORAGE
CAPACITY DOES YOUR ORGANISATION
CONSUME?

DELON KARRIM, senior systems
engineer, Advanced Storage Division at EMC
Southern Africa.

0-20%

100 500TB
24%
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20-40%

>40%

BOTH THE
STORAGE CAPACITY
USAGE AND THE
DATA GROWTH
RATE REPORTED
WERE MODERATE.

to pin-point performance problems with
ease and be alerted from any point in the
infrastructure of pathing issues which
could impact availability.”

Just over a quarter of the respondents
have virtualised up to 25% of their
environments, and a further quarter has
over 75% virtualised. Most use VMWare
technology.

Prevention better than
cure
More than half of the participants
(56%) stated their organisation had not
experienced a storage-related outage
within the last 12 months. One fifth had
and it impacted business, while just less
than a fifth had experienced an outage but
with no business impact. The survey further
revealed that over 50% of the respondents
use a secondary datacentre site.
What is the best way for organisations
to manage critical applications during
a storage-related outage? According
to Karrim, prevention is the best
approach – avoid having an outage. “It’s
still important to classify acceptable
service levels for applications. For those
applications needing 100% availability,
premium availability platforms should
be considered together with disaster
avoidance solutions such as VPLEX which
allow active-active scenarios,” he explains.

ABOUT THE SURVEY
The 2014 Storage Survey was run online on
ITWeb for a period of two weeks. Its objective was
to gain insight into the storage strategies of SA
organisations and find out:
1

If they experienced a storage related outage in
the last 12 months;

2

If they use a secondary datacentre site;

3

Where is the majority of their data stored..

WHO RESPONDED
• A total of 109 responses were received for the
Storage Survey.
• 35% are in top management; 14% are in IT
management and the rest in various middle
management positions.
• 26% are from fairly large companies with
between 501-5000 employees and 20% are from
multinationals with over 10 000 employees.

IF YES, DID YOU MANAGE TO MEET THE
RECOVERY TIME OBJECTIVE MANDATED
BY BUSINESS?

DOWNTIME
HAVE YOU EXPERIENCED A STORAGE
RELATED OUTAGE IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS?

No

12%

Not applicable

12%

JUST OVER HALF OF THE SURVEY
RESPONDENTS CITED THEIR
ORGANISATION HAD NOT
EXPERIENCED A STORAGE
RELATED OUTAGE IN THE PAST
YEAR. THOSE WHO DID, MANAGED
TO RECOVER IN TIME.

No
56%

Yes,
impacted
business
20%

76%

Yes

Don’t know
6%

Yes, no
business
impact
18%

Connecting
two points
requires a
dedicated
delivery
network

VIRTUAL REALITY
WHAT PERCENTAGE OF YOUR COMPUTE ENVIRONMENT IS
VIRTUALISED?
27%

0 - 25%

20%

20%

26 - 50%

51 - 75%

23%

> 76%
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10%

Don’t know

43% OF THE
RESPONDENTS
HAVE VIRTUALISED
OVER 50%
OF THEIR
ENVIRONMENT.
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Your business connectivity should be
no different. Ensure your connectivity
solution is efficient and dedicated
enough to carry the load.
www.broadlink.co.za

OPINION: CONVERGENCE

Capacity is key in IOT era
The Internet of things will evolve into an
advanced ‘universe’ containing billions of ‘things’
before the decade is out.
momentum, so its shape and form
are changing. Wearable technology
has been added – in the form of
glasses, watches and clothing –
together with a slew of devices
ranging from TV sets and security
systems to thermostats, clocks and
medical equipment (often with
uniquely embedded computing
technology), inspiring a range of
new business models to exploit these
groundbreaking innovations.

Whole new world

MARTIN MAY is regional director at
Extreme Networks

E

xamining current networking and
communications trends to resolve
questions about the role of modern
technology in tomorrow’s world is
probably as useful as gazing intently into a
crystal ball. There is no certainty beyond
the inevitability of change.
A betting man may place money on
the growth of the mobile world and its
increasing influence on personal and
professional lives. He may stake a sizable sum
on the belief that increased functionality and
an avalanche of new applications will lead to
more bandwidth consumption and a boost
for wireless communications.
But, who today will be prepared to place
money on the future direction of ICT based
on the speed at which user expectations
are currently evolving?
Thanks to the BYOD (bring your own
device) phenomenon, users are expecting
their online experiences to be replicated
everywhere they go – from the office to
the home and then into hotels, hospitals,
schools, stadiums and so many other venues
via their smartphones, tablets and PCs.
As the BYOD movement – and the
consumerisation of IT – inexorably gathers
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This is heralding a new era of
connectivity in which devices,
systems and services will transcend
conventional machine-to-machine
communications to include a wide
variety of protocols, domains and apps.
If there is a common denominator for the
connectivity of these ‘things’, it is the use
and exploitation of WiFi technology within
existing network infrastructures linked to
the Internet.
This phenomenon, the Internet of
things (IOT), will evolve into an advanced
‘universe’ containing between tensof-billions and hundreds-of-billions of
‘things’ before the decade is out.
The IOT has its origins in industrial
automation, and in the convergence of
operational technology and IT. It is thus
perfectly placed to usher in an era in
which automation is common in nearly all
fields, facilitated by the interconnection of
embedded devices.
In this light, the days of simply providing
‘coverage’ is no longer an acceptable basis
for planning and implementing WiFi-based
networks. The new watchword is ‘capacity’.
Up to now, the ability to transmit higher
data rates over great distances from a given
access point (AP) has been the challenge.
However, in tomorrow’s world this
capability carries little significance. Between
that AP and a device 100 metres away
will be any number of other WiFi devices
demanding access for airtime.
The ‘holy grail’ for vendors in a future
world will become WiFi that can scale

A betting man may
well place money on
the growth of the
mobile world and its
increasing influence
on personal and
professional lives.
to robustly support more devices and
applications in hyper-dense venues, with
tens of thousands, if not hundreds of
thousands, of simultaneous users.

Things, things
everywhere
Soon every individual on the planet will be
impacted in some way by the IOT – either
directly or indirectly. Inevitably, the IOT
will lead to the Internet of everything (IOE)
through the addition of more people, more
process and ever-increasing data loads
carried by any number of global networks,
which will become more relevant and
increasingly valuable.
These infrastructures will be
characterised by new levels of
convergence, orchestration and visibility
across previously disparate systems. They
will offer new capabilities and richer
experiences facilitated by the real-time
analysis of data, which will be turned
into useful information for marketplace
forecasting. The effects will be broad and
profound for most organisations and
their customers.
The IOE will drive the creation of
standards and, in the long term, facilitate
the precise alignment of the IT industry
around a common foundation, rendering
obsolete today’s heterogeneous operating
system environments, varying connectivity
protocols and legacy application
incompatibility. A safe bet, perhaps?

OPINION: IT IN BANKING

Digital banking bandits abound
Skimming and SIM card swapping are only two in a
list of crimes perpetrated by banking fraudsters.
been reported in SA.” Nevertheless,
as the researcher of this study, I can
conclusively confirm that criminals
in SA used to attach skimming
devices to the slots of ATMs to harvest
information and clone bank cards.
Some digital banking criminals are
qualified engineers, and there is a high
level of sophistication. To mitigate this,
banks have largely deployed new ATMs
that cannot be skimmed.

RABELANI DAGADA is an immediate
past-president of the IITPSA and a
development economist.

F

xamining current networking and
communications trends to resolve
questions about the role of modern
technology in tomorrow’s world is
probably as useful as gazing intently
into a crystal ball. There is no certainty
beyond the inevitability of change.
Fraudsters use skimming devices to
harvest the credentials of the cheque
or credit card owner. Skimming
usually happens in restaurants, hotels
and other retail establishments.
The cashier or waitress takes away
the customer’s card to process the
payment behind the counter. The card is
then swiped through the device, and thus
the customer’s user ID and password are
extracted improperly.
Alternatively, both sides of the
customer’s card are photocopied.
The criminal downloads the gathered
information from the device onto a computer
and uses the downloaded information to
produce a fraudulent card. The criminal
can even use the photocopied information
without necessarily manufacturing another
card. These kinds of crimes have made the
South African banking system smarter than
and superior to its counterparts worldwide:
the vendor machine that enables customers
to pay their bills at their tables, without
giving away their cards, was initiated in SA
partly to thwart crime.
The South African Banking Risk
Information Centre (Sabric) says statistics
showed that counterfeit cards which are
the product of skimming accounted for
60% of the banking industry card fraud.
Some bank clients have claimed
the banks have stolen their money
by dispensing lesser amounts than
requested. A financial journalist claimed
to have “noted lots of complaints from
consumers regarding this matter;
this usually happens in ATMs that are
found in the supermarket” (personal
communication). This journalist claims

The SIM card swap

Shockingly, hundreds
of handheld skimming
devices are found by law
enforcement agencies
annually.
that when clients call their banks to
request reimbursement, the bank refuses
because the bank journal confirms the
right amount has been dispensed.
During the interviews for this study,
bank officials refused to confirm that some
ATM cash-dispensing problems are related
to criminal activity. They also declined
to confirm that rollers in the dispensing
systems of some ATMs were causing
problems. However, a senior lecturer in
security studies indicated: “Criminals put
a card reader [in] the ATM, which would
scan the clients’ card information and
PIN numbers. They will then proceed and
manufacture their own clients’ cards.”
But a researcher attached to a security
institute vehemently objected to this claim:
“As far as I know, such type of identity
theft and ATM engineering has not yet

In SIM card swapping, criminals
request the victim’s cellphone
service provider to transfer the
existing cellphone number onto a
new SIM card by pretending to act
on the victim’s behalf. Criminals will
find ways to get a copy of the customer’s
authentic or falsified ID. This will convince
cellular service providers that the request
is legitimate.
By the time criminals swap the SIM card,
they already have the victim’s Internet
banking user ID and password. The only
thing they still need is the one-time
password (OTP), which is transmitted via
the cellphone when the account holder
logs in. The possession of the swapped SIM
card enables the fraudsters to create new
recipients within the Internet banking
account of the victim. They then transfer
the victim’s money onto the fraudulently
created recipients’ accounts.
The fraudsters have, in the past, also
used the OTP to increase the credit limit of
the victim’s account.
While these fraudulent transactions
are taking place, the bank sends records
of transaction to the victim’s cellphone.
Unfortunately, the victim does not receive
the SMS alert because his/her cell number
has been swapped.
Criminals are also able to steal money
without doing a SIM swap. They do this by
intercepting (hijacking) the OTP. Instead
of the OTP going to the cellphone owner
(bank account holder), the SMS containing
the OTP will be hijacked by the criminal.
So far, millions of rands have been stolen
through this scam.
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CHANNEL

TECHFORUM

StorTech sets
B-BBEE standard
StorTech’s latest broad-based
black economic empowerment
(B-BBEE) score of 90.37,
accredited by EmpowerLogic,
has seen the company overtake
Datacentrix, Gijima, Altech and
Business Connexion to become
one of the top empowerment
companies in the ICT sector.
This, says chairman of the
board Vuyani Jarana, reflects
the depth of StorTech’s
commitment to transformation
in every aspect of its business.
www.stortech.co.za

First Distribution
awarded
Microsoft Gold
Partner status
The awarding of Microsoft’s
Gold Competency signifies
to the market that First
Distribution has demonstrated
the highest level of skill and
achievement in the Microsoft
Services Provider Licence
Agreement (SPLA) and
Volume Licensing sector. First
Distribution’s MSP Hosting
Programme manager, Chris
Chris Richardson, First Distribution
Richardson, commented:
“First Distribution is delighted
to have this status conferred upon us by Microsoft.”
www.firstdistribution.co.za

PaySpace expands
resources
PaySpace has rapidly expanded
its business by constantly
looking at innovative best
practices to advance the payroll
and HR software service
and meet the considerable
demand within the expanding
African business environment.
PaySpace CEO Bruce van Wyk
says, “Customer service is a
cornerstone of our business,
and with our rapid expansion
into the multinational market,
it made sense to make support
alternatives available that
can be accessed by PaySpace
customers anytime, anywhere.
www.payspace.co.za

Database auditing for compliance
needs
Every year at audit time, CIOs and IT managers are faced with the
headaches created by the need to report accurately on the year’s
database environment activity, particularly with regard to security
and compliance. The McAfee Database Activity and Monitoring tool
is a highly cost-effective solution that delivers immediate results
and assists organisations to address these specific pain points.
During the past year, Ascent Technology has witnessed an increase
in the uptake of this tool, having completed a number of successful
implementations for clients.
www.ascent.co.za

Vuyani Jarana, StorTech

LOGISTICS
Zetes launches
new approach
To help its customers avoid costly incorrect
shipments and fraudulent claims for damages,
Zetes extends its proven solution for logistics
execution optimisation, ZetesMedea with a
module for Dock Door Control. Using ImageID
technology, ZetesMedea Dock Door Control
automates the pallet loading control process
at the dock door. It not only speeds up the
loading processes, but also guarantees the
right pallets are loaded onto the right truck
and provides visual proof of the load and its
condition. The new module is expected to
generate major cost savings for any company
providing logistics services. The new Dock
Door Control module provides automatic
control of the loading process using ImageID
technology.
www.zetes.com
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Bruce van Wyk, PaySpace

COMPUTING
The need to
understand
today
According to Dion Chang,
the founder of Flux Trends,
while we are always keen to
understand what tomorrow’s
world would look like – as
technology drives us faster and
continues to disrupt business
– we forget just how far we’ve
come in a relatively short space
of time. We forget that the
World Wide Web only really
became mainstream in the late
1990s, and the social media
platforms we rely on were all
spawned in a short space of
time between 2003 and 2005.
www.bcx.co.za

Dion Chang, Flux Trends

COMPANY NEWS

SOFTWARE
Kemp gets
VMWare nod

Bpost and Zetes find lost bikes

KEMP Technologies, the
full-featured virtual load
balancer software provider,
has announced that its Virtual
LoadMaster has achieved
VMware Ready-vCloud Air
status. This designation
indicates that the Virtual
LoadMaster has undergone
technical validation within
the vCloud Air environment
and is supported on VMware
vCloud Air. Atchison Frazer,
chief marketing officer,
Atchison Frazer, KEMP Technologies
KEMP Technologies, says the
domestic business market is
fast becoming cloud-ready and this latest achievement for the
KEMP brand reinforces its credibility.
www.kemptechnologies.com

Bpost, the leading postal and courier services provider in
Belgium, has chosen Zetes to create an innovative system called
CycloSafe. It tracks and finds lost bicycles thanks to an RFID chip
built into a box installed on the frame of the bike. While doing
their rounds, letter carriers equipped with portable readers scan
bikes. The information is then sent to the ZetesOlympus central
database. In view of the growing number of lost and stolen
bikes in Belgium, bpost is creating an opportunity to solve this
problem by developing the CycloSafe system in partnership with
Zetes. This system is used to locate and retrieve lost or stolen
bikes and return them to their owners.
www.zetes.com

COMPANY NEWS
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za
Contact sales@itweb.co.za
for any sales enquiries.
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EVENTS REPORTBACK: CLOUD COMPUTING 2014
By ADMIRE MOYO

Digital disruption
demands spending
Enterprises around the world are preparing to enter the
digital age, with over $30 trillion in market capitalisation
across eight key verticals ready for disruption.

Digitisation is not
primarily about
technology. It is a
social and business
phenomenon, enabled
and underpinned by
technology.
Theo Bensch, Telkom Cybernest

phenomenon, enabled and underpinned by
technology,” Bensch said.

Fundamental tech shifts

Theo Bensch, managing executive: Telkom Cybernest sales and marketing

T

heo Bensch, managing executive:
Telkom Cybernest sales and
marketing, addressed delegates at the
recent ITWeb Cloud Computing 2014
Summit. Bensch was speaking in reference
to a recent report by advisory firm Zinnov.
The Zinnov study found 465 new
companies moved off the Forbes 2000 list
between 2011 and 2013 and another 550
companies will move from the list between
2013 and 2015 because of disruption from
the digital age.
Almost 50% of the companies on the
Forbes 2000 list will be dropped from the
list because of the impact of the digital era,
Bensch said.
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It also reveals enterprises will need
to spend $70 billion in 2015 in order to
stay competitive against new emerging
digital native organisations. This spend
is expected to grow at a CAGR of 26% to
reach $230 billion by 2020.
He added that the study highlights
six key areas in which organisations
need to digitally transform themselves:
better targeting and engagement; supply
chain optimisation; digital products
and services; workforce and partner
enablement; operational excellence; and
risk management.
“Digitisation is not primarily about
technology. It is a social and business

Jonathan Kropf, CEO of Cloud On Demand,
explained that the fundamental shifts in
technology are often best hosted in a cloud
service. The technology environment we
knew has changed and is still changing,
thanks to the power of cloud computing.
“In the ‘90s, it was about PCs. Now
many job functions can be done off
a tablet,” said Kropf. “BI (business
intelligence) was about pulling data out
of transactional systems and presenting
it to users to answer their queries. Now
big data is about pulling information from
everywhere and answering questions we
haven’t yet asked.”
These fundamental shifts in technology
are often best hosted in a cloud service,
he noted.
Kropf added the reason organisations
should take serious notice of cloud is
presented by Kodak, which, in 1997
was valued at $28 billion, only to file for
bankruptcy 15 years later.

EVENTS REPORTBACK CLOUD COMPUTING 2014
“Kodak chose to ignore digital cameras
and protect its film business. The
company thought it owned too much of
the market for any meaningful impact
from digital to take serious effect. By the
time it realised this technology shift could
not be ignored, it was on a downhill slope
and today it’s gone.”
To further show how cloud will impact
your business, organisations need to look
at the growth statistic for public cloud,
said Kropf, adding that in the US, a market
considered ‘mature’ is still experiencing
almost 20% CAGR.
“Emerging markets’ cloud spending
will account for almost 30% of net new
public IT cloud services spending growth
in 2016,” Kropf revealed.

Every organisation is part way through a transition to the cloud.
ITWeb Cloud Computing 2014 focussed on this evolution, highlighting the survival of the fittest
– the business practices, consistently achieving success through adopting cloud practices
– and the specific obstacles and dead ends, with a particular emphasis on South African
challenges and opportunities. Delegates at this annual event gained access to relevant case
studies and expert insights into the cutting edge of cloud computing. The presenters at the
event unpacked the operational realities of cloud computing within South African enterprises,
and dispelled the hype around this traditionally buzzword-heavy sector.
FAY HUMPHRIES,
events programme director, ITWeb Events

Leveraging cloud
If organisations are to safeguard their data
in the cloud, they need to embrace the
‘3-2-1’ backup rule of data management,
said Warren Olivier, regional manager for
southern Africa at Veeam Software.
Describing the 3-2-1 rule, Olivier said
organisations must have at least three
copies of their data, store two copies on
two different media, and keep one backup
copy offsite.
By three copies, the rule stipulates, in
addition to an enterprise’s primary data, it
should have at least two more backups.
The 3-2-1 rule also suggests
organisations keep copies of their data on
at least two different storage types, such
as internal hard disk drives and removable
storage media (tapes, external hard drives,
USB drives, SD-cards, CDs, DVDs or even
floppy disks), or on two internal hard disk
drives in different storage locations.

SA CIOs unsatisfied
South African chief information officers
(CIOs) do not rank local cloud service
providers highly.
Presenting the findings of the CIO Cloud
Perception Survey 2014, conducted by
TA Consulting in association with ITWeb,
Terry White, research director at TA
Consulting, said the majority of local CIOs,
on average, rate cloud service providers at
3.5 out of 10.
The only highly-rated cloud service
providers are Go2Cloud, Dimension Data,
Microsoft, SAP, Oracle, and EOH.
“As a result of the discontinuity we have
found between what suppliers offer as
‘cloud services’ and what CIOs expect from
cloud services, we undertook a study into
the perceptions of CIOs with respect to the
cloud in South Africa,” said White.
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NETWORKING
Software
House expands
portfolio
Software House introduced
iSTAR Ultra, a 32-reader
network door controller
built on the Linux platform
for improved security and
scalability. iSTAR Ultra
uniquely combines support
for traditional hard-wired
access control doors with
support for wireless locksets,
all in the same controller. Up
to 32 readers are supported
by iSTAR Ultra, of which 16
may come from the Access
Control Module’s (ACM) I/O
units; the rest can be made
up of ASSA ABLOY Aperio
wireless locksets and devices.
iSTAR Ultra communicates
with the latest version of
C•CURE 9000 security and
event management system
for a complete access control
solution.
www.swhouse.com

BT extends
partnership with
Glencore
BT recently announced a
contract with Glencore to
build and manage Glencore’s
new global core network
across Europe, the Americas,
Africa, the Middle East and
Asia-Pacific. The consolidated
infrastructure will allow all
employees to work together
more effectively in more than
50 countries by improving
access to critical business
applications for the marketing
and mining of natural
resources. BT will also provide
a range of collaboration
services, including voice,
audio conferencing and
contact centre services. Cyril
Reol, Global Chief Information
Officer of Glencore, said: “We
operate globally and deploy
critical activities in very
remote areas.”
www.btplc.com
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INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Avaya goes
‘hands-free’
Avaya is collaborating with
Wind River to take a significant
step toward datacentre
simplification through the
development of “hands-free”
vSwitch network services
configuration. “The ability to
eliminate manual administration
and configuration of network
switches means companies can
quickly provision new services
and greatly reduce the potential
for costly errors and delays,”
says Selvin Kristnen, MD South
Africa, Avaya.
www.avaya.com

Selvin Kristnen, Avaya

Meeting the
challenges
Extreme Networks is able to
build networks that deliver on
the promises and expectations
of the ‘experience economy’
so closely linked to the quality
of experience (QOE) quotient
which is central to Extreme
Network’s marketplace
strategy. Extreme Networks’
ability to provide simple,
fast and smart networks
targeted at businesses, sports
and entertainment venues,
schools, hospitals, government
departments, manufacturers
and more was highlighted in the
previous article – along with
a number of its key product
offerings. Even the harshest
of environments require
adaptability and visibility when
it comes to network control.
www.extremenetworks.co.za
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Ducati partners with EMC
EMC announced it is partnering with the Ducati Corse racing
team to support the company’s IT strategy for the 2014/15 racing
season. The technology roll-out is designed to help the team
to make faster, real-time use of the information generated at
the trackside, with the goal of accelerating Ducati’s ambitions
in this year’s MotoGP World Championship and Superbike
World Championship campaigns. Ducati will rely on the EMC
Isilon scale-out network-attached storage (NAS) solution to
consolidate, manage and analyse its vital performance data,
including engine fluid-dynamics, test archiving and bike
telemetry.
www.emc.com

Understanding
the ERP
landscape

Tiger Brands
implements
Oracle solution

An ERP system represents
a significant investment
of time and money for any
organisation, and making the
right choice of software can
lead to a number of benefits,
from gaining a comprehensive
view of all business activities
to being able to access realtime data that can support
instant decision-making and
share up-to-date information
with outside stakeholders
such as customers, partners,
and suppliers. South African
manufacturers and distributors
face the same challenges
as their international
counterparts. Finding ways
to streamline processes by
implementing lean principles
is essential to cutting costs and
improving profitability.
www.epicor.com

Tiger Brands, a leading
southern African maker
and marketer of fastmoving consumer goods,
has implemented Oracle
E-Business Suite to help
streamline its leading
businesses and drive
international expansion of
brands as diverse as baby care
products, smoked sausage
and skin creams. “Tiger
Brands saw the opportunity to
materially strengthen financial
internal controls through the
standardisation of processes,
to facilitate shared services,
to create visibility at all levels
across the group and to extract
substantial savings and synergies
by bringing all the businesses
onto a single Oracle software
platform,” said Darryl Thwaits.
www.oracle.com

Siemens relies on SNP
Siemens has chosen software vendor SNP SchneiderNeureither & Partner to deliver its solution, SNP
Transformation Backbone. Siemens is now able to efficiently
harmonise its IT landscape and reduce complexity. “Siemens
has been collaborating successfully with SNP for years,
and uses SNP’s software in many projects,” says Michael
Brauer, Head of Corporate Automation at Siemens. “In more
than 50 projects around the world, we have leveraged SNP
Transformation Backbone to reduce complexity in our SAP
landscape and optimise our IT infrastructure.” Siemens
intends to continue reducing project duration and IT costs.
www.snp-ag.com

COMPANY NEWS

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

ENTERPRISE

Tintri drives storage
efficiency

Zensar and Agilepartner
Zensar Technologies recently announced a strategic partnership with
Agile Financial Technologies (Agile FT) to strengthen its position
in the banking, financial services
and insurance (BFSI) sector. This
partnership will help Zensar and
Agile FT optimise proficiency to
meet the rapidly growing needs of
the sector and continue to remain
customer-centric by providing them
with the industry-leading solutions
and strong domain expertise. Ganesh
Natarajan, CEO and Vice-Chairman
of Zensar Technologies, said, “Zensar
has a direct presence in Dubai and
plans to have multiple centres
across the region. This partnership
is an important step towards reemphasising the significance that the
Middle East market plays in Zensar’s
growth strategy.”
Ganesh Natarajan, Zensar
www.zensar.com

Tintri, the leading producer of smart
storage for virtualisation and cloud
environments, announced that
South African courier service RAM
is using Tintri storage to unblock its
IT performance bottleneck. By using
Tintri in its virtualised environment,
RAM is ensuring it retains its
reputation as a highly trusted and
efficient logistics company. RAM is
the number one courier, warehousing
and distribution service provider for
thousands of customers across South
Africa. RAM has a name for being
a highly efficient and dependable
service, using sophisticated track and
trace equipment to pinpoint exactly
where a parcel is from the moment it
leaves, until it arrives.
www.tintri.com

All the power of a PC
All the ﬂexibility of Android
CloudGate is a palm-sized computer, running Google’s
Android operating system, that has changed the way
desktop computing works. It costs just
R 1,999 - but plug it into any HD monitor
or TV screen, add a keyboard and mouse,
provide a basic Internet connection and
you have a powerful system for work, home
or play. Run anything Android, Access anything
Windows, all from a single device.

Get yours online from takealot.com or
visit www.cloudgate.co.za for more information.
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Events Calendar
2014 – 2015
NOVEMBER
Oracle Day 2014

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
By TYSON NGUBENI

Interactive TV for
matric revision

Date: 4 November 2014
Location: Gallagher Estate

IITPSA President’s
Awards
Date: 6 November 2014
Venue: Montecasino Ballroom,
Fourways
RSVP: Lerato Mathize,
lerato@itweb.co.za

ISACA SA
Western Cape

REGIONAL BREAKFAST
NETWORKING MEETING
Date: 27 Nov 2014
Location: The River Club, Liesbeek
Pkwy, Cape Town

2015
FEBRUARY
ITWeb Governance, Risk &
Compliance 2015
Date: 24 – 25 February
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston
RSVP: Lerato Mathize,
lerato@itweb.co.za

MARCH
ITWeb Business
Intelligence
Summit 2015
Date: 17-19 March
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston
RSVP: Lerato Mathize,
lerato@itweb.co.za

ITWeb Software
Development
Management Summit 2015
Date: 24 – 25 March
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston
RSVP: Lerato Mathize,
lerato@itweb.co.za

ITWeb Software
Development
Management Summit 2015
Date: 24 – 25 March
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston
RSVP: Lerato Mathize,
lerato@itweb.co.za

A

s matriculants across SA gear up for
their final examinations, free-toair digital satellite television platform
OpenView HD has thrown its weight
behind interactive e-learning as its aligns
some of its content to provide an additional
revision solution for students.
OpenView joins the likes of Google SA –
which recently launched its “virtual field
trips” – as well as the Western Cape
education department’s Interactive
Telematics Teaching Programme,
which have both used ICT to create an
interactive learning experience between
different locations.
While the satellite service runs a
number of educational channels, including
MindsetTV, its content will cover curriculum
elements which are examinable, in a bid to
improve the prospects for around 550 127
full-time matric candidates and 138 533
part-time students.
Mathematics and science will be
emphasised in the revision programmes
The Department of Basic Education notes
examinations will begin on 27 October.
JP Bosman, head of ICT teaching and
learning at Stellenbosch University, says
the use of technology in classrooms can
be beneficial if aligned with the support
and teacher expertise to use it. “More
importantly, if the technology can lead
to more transformative and creative
approaches to learning and teaching −
especially from a teacher perspective − it
should be welcomed.”
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More importantly, if the
technology can lead to more
transformative and creative
approaches to learning and
teaching − especially from
a teacher perspective − it
should be welcomed.
Rural schools focus
While the Western Cape’s interactive TV
project started in a bid to improve the
prospects of underperforming schools,
OpenView’s initial foray was focused on
schools in rural areas.
In July, it announced a programme to
provide big-screen TV sets and decoders to
schools in partnership with the Department
of Communications, and chose around 20
schools in the Eastern Cape and Free State as
the first participants.
Another interactive platform to emerge
recently comes from AlternaTV – a local
Internet-based TV channel. The company
recently introduced its smartphone app,
as well as subscription-free access to its
new mathematics tutorial show Mathspod.
The pre-recorded content aims to assist
matriculants with different aspects of the
maths syllabus, while the content becomes
available on video-sharing platforms as
soon as it is done.

Top
Jobs

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

KZN government eyes
tech hubs

SQL Server DBA / Database
Administrator

SEQUEL SUPPORT

Minimum four years MS SQL DBA
experience of which two years’ experience
as a software developer will be an
advantage.
Western Cape
Salary: Negotiable
Job ref: 246295

The KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) provincial
government is pushing ahead with plans
to establish technology hubs as part of its
growth and development strategy.

Senior Linux Administrator

OPTISOLUTIONS

Minimum of five years working experience
as an Linux administrator.
Western Cape
Salary: Negotiable
Job ref: 246101

T

he business process outsourcing
(BPO)/contact centre industry
association says the grant will support its
digital BPO learning platform.
According to Clive Coetzee, GM of
infrastructure management and economic
services, provincial officials are moving in
accordance with findings of a feasibility
study conducted in 2012, which found
four proposed technology hubs are
feasible and desirable.
The hubs will be established in
Pietermaritzburg, Newcastle, Port
Shepstone and Richards Bay – areas that
provincial officials describe as “strategic
economic nodes” in the region. The
KZN treasury notes the hubs want to
commercialise innovative ideas through
which products, processes, strategies and
services are formulated in a bid to create
jobs and wealth.
Coetzee notes that one of the targeted
sites – adjacent to Oribi Airport in
Pietermaritzburg – will focus on
aerospace innovation. “The site is within a
3km radius of the University of KwaZuluNatal, entertainment, recreation and
shopping, as well as public transport,
indicating good access.
“The KZN province acknowledges the
need to enhance and expand its existing
knowledge economy in order to grow and

The KZN province
acknowledges the need
to enhance and expand
its existing knowledge
economy in order to grow
and sustain its current
economic sectors and to be
globally competitive.

Senior Research Data
Manager

AFRICA CENTRE

Advanced knowledge and experience in
using query languages, such as SQL, and
other data extraction, transformation and
loading (ETL) tools to extract and present
data from complex relational databases.
Natal
Salary: Negotiable
Job ref: 246661

IS Manager: Support Services

T-SYSTEMS

sustain its current economic sectors and to
be globally competitive,” adds Coetzee.

Falling behind
Mark Walker, director of insights and
vertical industries at the IDC for Middle
East, Turkey and Africa, notes although
SA’s economy remains one of the strongest
in Africa, the country has plenty of room
to grow its technology innovation. He says
Kenya remains one of the region’s most
attractive destinations for technology
startups, thanks to focused investment in
connectivity in that country.
“South Africa was, for a long time, the
most attractive destination and – even
though this economy is still bigger than
Kenya’s – they outfox us from a technology
innovation point of view,” he says.
The east African country aims to create
one of the continent’s leading technology
hubs in an investment of more than $500
million (R5.4 billion). Dubbed Konza
Technology City, the Kenyan government
has noted it will aim to boost the country’s
education, life sciences, telecoms and IT
outsourcing sectors.
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To lead a customer-focused team in
providing user support services while
managing SLAs.
Western Cape
Salary: R600 000 – R750 000 PA
Job ref: 246204

Snr C# Developer

INNOVATION GROUP

Write, update and maintain computer
programs or software packages to handle
specific jobs.
Gauteng
Salary: Negotiable
Job ref: 246453

Solution Architect

FASTNET

Swiftnet, a 100% owned subsidiary of
Telkom, has a vacancy for a solution
architect (technical).
Gauteng
Salary: Negotiable
Job ref: 242784
Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294
October 2014
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SECURITY
Tyco unveils at
Essen 2014
Tyco Security Products, part of
Tyco, the world’s largest pureplay fire protection and security
company, showcased a new
slate of innovative technology
introductions on stand 128, Hall
1.0. at the Security Essen 2014
exhibition, in September. “The
growing complexities of the
security environment, whether
within a large enterprise or at a
single location, are demanding
intuitive yet sophisticated
solutions that allow users to
focus on the management of
their security department or
business,” said Phil Dashey, Vice
President and General Manager,
EMEA, Tyco Security Products.
“The seamless unifications
between our products enable
security personnel to make quick
and informed decisions, whilst
avoiding integration challenges.”
www.tyco.com

Storage, crucial
in surveillance
In today’s market, storage is one
of the most important elements
in any surveillance system.
That’s according to Fredy Issa,
Business Development Manager:
Digital Security Industry for EMC
Gulf, who says that organisations
that invest heavily in CCTV
and surveillance solutions
shouldn’t skimp on the storage
component. “There is a trend
for some companies to invest
millions of dollars in CCTV
equipment and surveillance
solutions to minimise their
security risk – and to opt for the
best cameras but cheap storage,”
Issa says. “As a result, the storage
is unreliable, which means that
critical images cannot always
be retrieved when they are
needed.” Issa believes the focus
should be on a reliable storage
system, even if it means saving
costs on the cameras.
www.emc.com
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Business
trust in
cloud data
security
low
Data security and
trust in cloudbased services are
a rapidly growing
concern for IT
decision-makers
within large
organisations,
according to a new
global study from
BT. Mark Hughes,
president of BT
Security, said: “I
Mark Hughes, BT Security
would suggest
organisations undertake a thorough risk analysis before
opting for mass market cloud services.”
www.btplc.com

FireEye introduces new App
Exponant Information Security Solutions (EISS), a company that
is focused on the provision of data-centric security solutions
based on world-class technologies and proven methodologies
and an authorised reseller for FireEye and Splunk, recently
announced FireEye’s new app for Splunk Enterprise. The
FireEye App for Splunk Enterprise leverages Splunk’s unique
big data capabilities to more rapidly detect advanced threats
targeted against organisations of all sizes. Drawing on data
from the FireEye Threat Prevention Platform; network,
e-mail, content and endpoint security, as well as FireEye
Forensic Analysis; the FireEye App for Splunk Enterprise allows
organisations to visualise internal and external threats and
unearth threat patterns in FireEye data.
www.exponant.com
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MicroView launches customised
concept
MicroView has developed an extremely easy-to-use and
price-competitive surveillance concept.
The MicroView solution can be configurated from one
up to 16 cameras, so it is very flexible, and extremely
easy to install, based on a simple plug-and-play setup, including both free VMS and an app solution for
monitoring via smartphones and tablets. The MicroView
surveillance concept is based on a flexible and optional
product range featuring both Mini Bullet, Mini Dome and
Varifocal Dome analogue cameras as well as IP cameras,
digital video recorders from four-channel to eight-channel
and network video recorders from eight-channel to
16-channel plus suitable mounting accessories for all kinds
of mounting.
www.eetgroup.com

FireEye and
Mandiant unite
FireEye, the leader in stopping
today’s advanced cyber-attacks,
announced two new solutions
designed to equip organisations
to scale their defence
strategies. The new FireEye as a
Service offering is an on-demand
security management offering
that allows organisations to
apply FireEye’s technology,
intelligence and expertise to
find and stop cyber-attacks.
The second new offering
announced, FireEye Advanced
Threat Intelligence, provides
access to threat data and
analytical tools that help identify
attacks and provide context
about the tactics and motives of
specific threat actors. Together,
these new offerings enable
organisations to implement
an Adaptive Defense security
model, so that organisations can
rapidly detect and respond to
security incidents as they occur.
www.fireeye.com

Panomera traffic
by Dallmeier
Intelligent traffic distribution
and control plays a critical part
in making the best possible use
of the existing infrastructure
and reducing the risk of
congestion and accidents. One
important tool in this process
is the ability to open the hard
shoulder for temporary use
by general traffic – and with
the new Panomera camera
technology this option can
now be used even more
efficiently and reliably.
Unlike conventional cameras,
Panomera is a multifocal
sensor technology that works
with several lenses, each with
different focal lengths. The
already patented Panomera
technology combines several
focal ranges to create a single
field of view with outstanding
resolution.
www.panomera.com

